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100 metres of 100mm stainless steel beamlines 

3 cubic metres of nothingness 

6 major magnets ranging from ½ tonnes to 36 tonnes. 

3 electro-static analysers 12, 20 and 90. 

5 target stations for various purposes  

Dependex Flanges Viton ‘O’ rings 

10 Be  Actinides  probe IBA 
14C 

3 Ion Sources  

Single sample sputter source  Multi-sample sputter source  Alphatross  

ANTARES beamline system has :- 



17 CryoTorr 8 /CryoPlex 8 pumps 

8 ASC/CTI Helium compressors 

5 Balzers turbo/roughing pump systems. 

1 turbo pump for terminal pumping (for gas stripping). 

24 TPG 300 vacuum gauges  systems  

2 cold cathode heads  

1 pirani head 

ANTARES beamline system has :- 



All this is to maintain the vacuum 

in the ANTARES beamlines 

system at 

5 x 10-5 

pascal 



ASC’s Cryo-Plex 8 

CTI’s Cryo-Torr 8 



 

A cryo-pump provides fast and clean pumping of all gasses in 

the 10-2 to 10-7 Pa range. The cryo-pump works on the 

principle that gasses can be condensed and held at extremely 

low vapour pressures, achieving high pumping speed and 

throughput.  

The cryo-pump is a highly reliable and rugged unit that 

requires a minium of servicing. Since the cryo-pump exposes 

no moving parts, to the vacuum system, contamination, from 

the pump and other external sources, is eliminated.  

High Vacuum Cryo-pump  



Pumping Speeds -.  

 Water Vapor 4,000 liters/sec 

 Air 1,500 liters/sec 

 Hydrogen 2,500 liters/sec 

 Argon 1,200 liters/sec 

Capacity - 

 Condensable gases  (Argon, nitrogen, oxygen etc) 1,000 std. liters  

 Hydrogen (5x10-6 Torr) 12 std. liters  

Weight - 

 20Kg  

        Specifications for Cryopump Model 8 



ANTARES has 17 Cryo pumps and 8 compressors 

maintaining the vacuum on the beamlines 24/7. 

 

We have a Cryo pump failure rate of 4 per year.  

 

When these pumps fail they require a complete 

refit.  



 
Because of the cost of having the heads repaired outside of 

ANSTO we decided to establish a procedure for stripping, 

repairing, regenerating and testing these heads in house. 

 

When we started there was a lack of information on “how to” 

refit the cryo heads.  

 

Over many years of experience we have been able to compile 

a repair manual and design and manufacture many innovative 

jigs and special tooling.   



A Cryo pump can be divided 

into 3 separate sections 

3 Arrays (80K & 15K) 

2 Vacuum vessel 

1  Drive and displacer unit 



 Drive and displacer unit 

Displacer unit :- 

Drive unit :-   Motor 

Valve and crankcase 

Cam bearings 

Gas supply connections 

Displacers 

Seals 

 Regenerators 

is a constant speed stepper 

motor running at 60 RPM. 
high pressure helium from the 

compressor is brought into the pump 

via the valves and the low pressure 

returns to the compressor via the 

crankcase and the motor. 

the valves are open and closed by eccentric 

bearings on the motor shaft. these connectors allow the helium lines from 

the compressor to be connected to the pump. 

are made of epoxy-impregnated linen which has a 

low thermal conductivity and is dimensional stable 

over wide temperature range. 
both seals are made of Teflon with the 

first stage seal being backed up with an 

‘O’ring 
the first stage displacer has bronze screens with lead shot in 

the second stage displacer. 



Vacuum vessel 

Cylinder 

Instrumentation 

Purge tube 

Vacuum vessel 

Pressure relief valve 

Mounting flange 

The cylinder is 2 thin 

walled stainless steel 

tubes (0.2mm) with 

machines copper end 

stations in which the 

displacers slide. 

A hydrogen vapour-

pressure gauge used to 

monitor the cold head 

temperature. 

allows warm purging 

gas to quickly and 

effectively warm up the 

arrays 

a stainless steel high 

vacuum chamber in 

which the cryo pump 

assembled. 

ensures that the 

chamber can’t be over 

pressurised when the 

pump is being 

regenerated 

a high vacuum 

mounting flange 



Arrays (80K & 15K) 

80K array (class 1 gasses) 

80K radiation shield 

15K array (class 2 gasses)  

15K charcoal array (class 3 gasses) 

This array pumps all the water 

vapour and the hydrocarbons This radiation shield intercepts 

and blocks out the thermal energy 

coming from the outside through 

the vacuum vessel walls. 

This array pumps the bulk of the 

air gasses nitrogen, oxygen, 

argon, carbon dioxide and carbon 

monoxide. 

The charcoal array cryogenically 

absorbs (pumps) the remaining 

gasses helium, hydrogen and 

neon. 



Typical Problems  

Some of the problems that cause cryo pump failure :- 

  Broken motor shaft 

  Seized displacer 

  Broken seals 

  Scored valve seats and valve timing 

  Contaminated  regenerators 

  Contaminated arrays 

To solve these problems we have had to design and manufacture 

specialised tooling. 



Typical Solutions  

  Broken motor shaft:-  

    Remove the rotor from the stator, sliding 

the rotor into a close fitting steel tube ensure that the rotor doesn’t loose 

its magnetism.  Take care with the stator connections through the end 

cap. Remove and replace the shaft in the rotor and reassemble.   

  Seized displacer :- 

    Remove the displacer from the vacuum 

vessel, this can be hard to do as the displacer sometimes swells. Disconnect 

the displacer from the drive yoke, strip and clean. Dry displacer in a vacuum 

oven before fitting new seals and reassembling in the vacuum vessel. 



Typical Solutions  

  Broken Seals:-  

    Remove the displacer from the vacuum 

body. Strip, the displacer of the old seals, clean and dry. Clean and 

examine the bore of the cylinder for scratches. Fit the new seals and 

reassemble.     

  Scored valve seats and valve timing :- 

    After the valve and crankcase is 

dismantles the valve plate assembly is removed. stripped and the seats 

examined for damage and inclusions. The valve stem sealing faces are also 

examined . Polish or replace these items and reassemble. When the pump has 

been assembles the valve timing is setup as per instructions 



Typical Solutions  

   Contaminated regenerators :-  

    An indication of a contaminated 

regenerators is the presence of a oil staining or a dark stain on the top of 

the displacer. To clean the regenerators, blow dry nitrogen through them, 

to remove any dust. then, force methanol through the regenerators using 

a special piston. The displacer is placed in a vacuum oven and dried for 

12 hrs. 

   Contaminated arrays :- 

    When working with the arrays gloves must 

be worn at all times. Each array has a different procedure for decontamination 

and each array is bedded on a casket of indium foil. The inside of the 80K 

radiation shield is cleaned with only a lint free cloth, no solvents and the 

charcoal array is baked in the vacuum oven for 24hrs at 100 Cº. 



Cryo pump installation 

Cryo pump 

Gate valve 

Adapter 

Compressor and helium lines 



ALWAYS 
 

Always use Helium that is 99.999% pure. 

 

Always CLOSE the Roughing valve BEFORE turning on the Cryopump. 

 

Always use TWO wrenches on Aeroquip couplings. 

 

Always check that the black flat rubber gaskets are in place on the Aeroquip couplings. 

 

Always Start Decontamination by removing the Helium Lines IMMEDIATELY at shutdown. 

 

Always connect Large Helium Volumes to small helium volumes. 

 

Always Attach the Return Helium Line First. 

 

Always Detach the Return Helium Line Last. 

 

Always Purge the Helium regulator before pressurising anything. 

 

Always warm the arrays to 300K BEFORE opening the Roughing Valve. 

 

Always limit the maximum temperature for purging or baking a cryopump to 66 C (150 F). 

 

Always run the cryopump while baking a UHV vacuum chamber. 

 

Always replace the Compressor Adsorber on time. 



USUALLY 
 
Usually cryo pumps are fool proof. They are not idiot proof. The idiots are smarter than the fools. 

 

Usually if the cryopump is running and is cold (below 20K) it will pump. 

 

Usually with an air to vacuum leak on the cryopump or a corrupted array the pump will not pump. 

 

Usually Helium contamination shows up when the pump is cold and can be cured by regeneration. 

 

Usually ratcheting at room temperature is very serious. 

 

Usually after a power failure a cryopump will coat for 6 to 8 minutes. 

 

Usually any cryopump can run on any compressor as long as electrical and flow consideration are met. 

 



The End  

Questions 
 


